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Abstract

Molecular biological models usually suffer from a dramatic combinatorial blow up. Indeed, proteins
form complexes and can modify each others, which leads to the formation of a huge number of
distinct chemical species (ie non-isomorphic connected components of proteins). Combinatorial
complexity forbids an explicit description of the quantitative semantics (stochastic or differential),
since the set of states is usually a vector space the dimension of which is the number of distinct
chemical species. Model reduction aims at reducing this complexity by providing another grain
of observation. Fragments-based reduction consists in computing a set (hopefully smaller than
the set of chemical species) of pieces of chemical species, such that the evolution of the number
(or concentration) of these pieces can be soundly described in self-consistent abstract quantitative
semantics. In this paper, we provide several intuitive examples so as to give some intuition about
why this approach may work; and why stochastic semantics are more difficult to abstract than
differential semantics.

Keywords: rules-based modeling, model reduction, differential semantics, stochastic semantics,
abstract interpretation.

1 Introduction

Signaling pathways are made of several kinds of proteins which may interact
with each other via complexation and posttranslational modification (such as
phosphorilation). These interactions enable the communication between cells,
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and within each cell: thanks to these interactions, a cell can receive signals,
propagate and integrate these signals so that a specific cellular response (cell
death, cell proliferation, cell differentiation, and so on and so forth) can be
triggered. Signaling pathways usually suffer for a combinatorial blow-up in
the number of chemical species (that is the number of non isomorphic con-
nected components which can occur at run-time), which makes hard both
their specification and their modeling. Typically, Even a simple model of the
EGF receptor signaling network can generate more than  non-isomorphic
species [14],

Rules-based modeling [18,2] offers an elegant and compact solution for
describing signaling pathways (and other molecular biological systems as well).
The main principle is that potential interactions can be described without
specifying all the potential context of application in which this interaction is
enabled. This way, a rule can be seen as a symbolic description of a (potentially
infinite) set of chemical reactions.

Yet, the combinatorial complexity raises again when one wants to define
and compute the behavior of a model. Two kinds of quantitative semantics
are usually considered: the stochastic semantics and the differential semantics.
In stochastic semantics [21], a continuous-time Markov chain or a weighted
labeled transition system can be associated to a model, and used so as to
define the state occupancy (density) distribution, or the trace density distri-
bution (which is more fine-grained). Another choice has to be made about
the description of the state of the system, which can be denoted by either
a graph with identified agents (individual-based semantics), or a multi-set of
chemical species (population-based semantics). Since the computation of all
these distributions is usually to complex, the trace density distribution is usu-
ally sampled by using Gillespie’s simulation method [5,23,22]. In differential
semantics [20,16], the state of the system is described as a vector of species
concentrations, and a differential system of equations gives the evolution of
these concentrations.

Both species-based numerical stochastic simulation (such as in [24,19])
and differential semantics numerical integration require enumerating species
(and reactions) either beforehand, or on-the-fly. Thus, these approaches suf-
fer for the combinatorial number of potential chemical species. The use of
individual-based stochastic simulation methods (such as in [17]) avoids the
explicit enumeration of species and reactions, but they require an explicit de-
scription of each protein of the system in memory. Thus, individual-based
approaches do not scale up when they are too many instances of proteins. It
follows that the number of instances of each protein and the number of po-
tential distinct chemical species are important parameters. They define what
we call the two combinatorial walls beyond which it is no longer possible to
compute the quantitative properties of a model.
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Model reduction [4,11,10,3,9,20,16,21] aims at reducing the number of vari-
ables in quantitative semantics by providing another grain of observation.
Fragments-based reduction consists in computing a set (hopefully smaller than
the set of chemical species) of pieces of chemical species, such as the evolution
of the number (or concentration) of these pieces can be soundly described in
self-consistent abstract quantitative semantics. In [20,16,21], these reduced
systems are automatically extracted from the rules-based description of mod-
els, without ever enumerating neither the set of reactions, nor the set of chem-
ical species. The relation between the so obtained reduced semantics and the
initial ones are formalized by abstract interpretation [13,12]: the solution of
the reduced differential system is the exact projection of the solution of the
initial system and the density distribution of the reduced stochastic semantics
is also the exact projection of the density distribution of the initial stochastic
semantics.

The reduction of stochastic semantics is intrinsically more difficult than
the reduction of differential semantics. The framework in [20,16] for reducing
differential semantics is based on the fact that rules cannot observe the cor-
relation between specific parts of some chemical species. Thus these chemical
species can easily be cut into fragments. It turns out that stochastic seman-
tics can observe much more correlations, which makes the approach which is
proposed in [20,16] inefficient for reducing stochastic semantics. In [21] back-
ward bisimulations [8] are used in order to ensure that rules cannot enforce
correlations between the state of some identified parts of chemical species, so
as to show that the stochastic system is weakly lumpable [7,26]. Nevertheless,
the induced reduction is correct only if there is no correlation between the
state of fragments at initial time.

In this paper, we provide several intuitive examples so as to give some
intuition about why fragments-based reduction may work; and why it is more
difficult to abstract stochastic semantics than differential semantics.

In Sect. 2, we explain on a model of the early events of the EGFR pathway,
why it should be possible to split chemical species into smaller fragments so as
to reduce quantitative semantics of rules-based models. In Sect. 3, we detail
an example of a model which can be split into two independent subsystems
(or modules), and we use this property to reduce both the differential and
the stochastic semantics. In Sect. 4, we show an example of coupled semi-
reactions in which a given reaction application operates on two fragments
simultaneously. We show that it raises no issue when reducing the differential
semantics, whereas it forbids some reduction in the case of the stochastic
semantics. In Sect. 5, we show that, in the stochastic semantics, one protein
can control the behavior of another one even if they are not in the same
connected components in the left hand side of a reaction. In Sect. 6, we
report the dimension of the state space of some pathways and the dimension
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Fig. 1. Maps for the early EGF model.

of the state space of the reduced systems (both for the differential semantics
and the stochastic semantics) for several examples, and we conclude.

2 A breach in the combinatorial walls

In this Section, we show on the example of the early events of the EGF path-
way [1], why it should be possible to reduce the dimension of quantitative
semantics by considering fragments of chemical species. In the early events of
the EGF pathway, some membranal receptors EGFR are activated by some
ligands EGF , which initiates a cascade of interactions, which in fine leads
to the recruitment by the receptors EGFR of some proteins SOS . The pro-
teins SOS are carried by some transport molecules GRB2 . These transport
molecules can be recruited by the receptors according to two different ways.
The set of proteins and the potential bonds between these proteins are summa-
rized in a contact map, which is given in Fig. 1(a). The interactions between
proteins can be described in Kappa [18] by the 39 rules (25 unidirectional
rules and 7 bidirectional rules) which are given in Fig. 2. We do not provide
kinetic rates, but we make no particular assumption on these rates. This way,
when two rules describe the same interaction but with different contexts of
application (for instance rules (r12) and (r13)), it means that the kinetic of
these interactions may be context-dependent.

Firstly, we sketch the first scenario (for the recruitment of a protein SOS
by a receptor EGFR). This scenario is depicted in Fig. 3(a). A receptor
EGFR can recruit a ligand EGF (r01 — step 1), and bind another activated
EGFR so as to form a dimer (r03 — step 2). Whenever a receptor EGFR is
bound to another receptor, the site Y48 can be phosphorilated (r05 — step
3). Then, EGFR can recruit an adapter molecule called SHC (r07, r08, r09,
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r01: EGF (r ) , EGFR(l ) −→ EGF
`
r1

´
, EGFR

`
l1

´
r02: EGFR

`
l−,r

´
−→ EGFR(l ,r )

r03: EGFR
`
l−,r

´
, EGFR

`
l−,r

´
−→ EGFR

`
l−,r1

´
, EGFR

`
l−,r1

´
r04: EGFR

`
r−

´
−→ EGFR(r )

r05: EGFR
`
Y48u,r−

´
−→ EGFR

`
Y48p,r−

´
r06: EGFR

`
Y48p

´
−→ EGFR(Y48u)

r07: EGFR
`
Y48p

´
, SHC (Y7u,pi ) ←→ EGFR

`
Y481

p

´
, SHC

`
Y7u,pi1

´
r08: EGFR

`
Y48p

´
, SHC

`
Y7p,pi

´
←→ EGFR

`
Y481

p

´
, SHC

`
Y7p,pi1

´
r09: EGFR

`
Y48p

´
, GRB2

`
a1,b

´
, SHC

`
Y71,pi

´
←→ EGFR

`
Y482

p

´
, GRB2

`
a1,b

´
, SHC

`
Y71,pi2

´
r10: EGFR

`
Y48p

´
, GRB2

`
a1,b−

´
, SHC

`
Y71,pi

´
←→ EGFR

`
Y482

p

´
, GRB2

`
a1,b−

´
, SHC

`
Y71,pi2

´
r11: EGFR

`
Y481,r−

´
, SHC

`
Y7u,pi1

´
−→ EGFR

`
Y481,r−

´
, SHC

`
Y7p,pi1

´
r12: SHC

`
Y7p,pi−

´
−→ SHC

`
Y7u,pi−

´
r13: SHC

`
Y7p,pi

´
−→ SHC (Y7u,pi )

r14: GRB2 (a ,b) , SHC
`
Y7p,pi−

´
←→ GRB2

`
a1,b

´
, SHC

`
Y71

p,pi−
´

r15: GRB2 (a ,b) , SHC
`
Y7p,pi

´
←→ GRB2

`
a1,b

´
, SHC

`
Y71

p,pi
´

r16: GRB2
`
a ,b−

´
, SHC

`
Y7p,pi

´
←→ GRB2

`
a1,b−

´
, SHC

`
Y71

p,pi
´

r17: GRB2
`
a ,b−

´
, SHC

`
Y7p,pi−

´
←→ GRB2

`
a1,b−

´
, SHC

`
Y71

p,pi−
´

r18: GRB2
`
a1,b

´
, SHC

`
Y71,pi

´
, SOS(d ) ←→ GRB2

`
a2,b1

´
, SHC

`
Y72,pi

´
, SOS

`
d1

´
r19: GRB2

`
a1,b

´
, SHC

`
Y71,pi−

´
, SOS(d ) ←→ GRB2

`
a2,b1

´
, SHC

`
Y72,pi−

´
, SOS

`
d1

´
r20: EGFR

`
Y68u,r−

´
−→ EGFR

`
Y68p,r−

´
r21: EGFR

`
Y68p

´
−→ EGFR(Y68u)

r22: EGFR
`
Y68p

´
, GRB2 (a ,b) ←→ EGFR

`
Y681

p

´
, GRB2

`
a1,b

´
r23: EGFR

`
Y68p

´
, GRB2

`
a ,b−

´
←→ EGFR

`
Y681

p

´
, GRB2

`
a1,b−

´
r24: EGFR

`
Y681

´
, GRB2

`
a1,b

´
, SOS(d ) ←→ EGFR

`
Y682

´
, GRB2

`
a2,b1

´
, SOS

`
d1

´
r25: GRB2 (a ,b) , SOS(d ) ←→ GRB2

`
a ,b1

´
, SOS

`
d1

´
Fig. 2. A model for the early EGF pathway in Kappa.
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Fig. 3. Stories for the early EGF model.
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or r10 — step 4) (at a rate which depends on the state of SHC ). Then, EGFR
can phosphorilate SHC (r11 — step 5). SHC can then recruit a transport
molecule GRB2 (r14, r15, r16, or r17 — step 6).

Yet, each receptor has a shorter way to recruit a transport molecule. This
second scenario is depicted in Fig. 3(b) and is sketched as follows. The site
Y68 of EGFR can be phosphorilated (r20 — step 3), and then recruit GRB2
directly (r22, r23, or r24 — step 4). Last, the transport molecule GRB2 can
bind a protein SOS (r25 — step 1′) independently of the other interactions.
Moreover, all interactions are reversible (sometimes in particular context).

We would like to track the number of proteins SOS which are bound
(indirectly) to a receptor. One possibility would be to count the number
of occurrences (in stochastic semantics) or the concentration (in differential
semantics) of each chemical species, weighted by the number of proteins SOS
which are bound to a receptor in this species. There are indeed 356 chemical
species. Yet, one can observe that there are four sites in each dimer, which can
recruit a protein SOS . Moreover, these sites do not operate any control over
each others. Thus, intuitively, it should be possible to abstract the correlation
between the states of these four sites among each dimer. Indeed, the fact that
a given dimer has recruited several SOS is not important, if we only care about
the overall number of SOS that are recruited by receptors. This abstraction
comes down to consider a dimer as four independent parts (or fragments).
Thus, instead of counting the number of occurrences of each species, we count
the number of fragments of species obtained by cutting dimers into four parts.

We have shown in [20,16] that this abstraction is sound and efficient in
the differential semantics. Indeed, the concentration of the proteins SOS can
be obtained from a differential system of 38 fragments. The set of fragments
and the differential system can be computed automatically from the set of
rules, and without ever explicitly generating neither the set of species, nor
the set of reactions. For that purpose, we consider an annotated contact map
(eg. see Fig. 1(b)) which is computed automatically from the set of rules. This
annotated contact map contains the directives to explain how to cut chemical
species into fragments. In this map, each agent is fitted with a covering of its
set of sites, moreover some edges are dotted. In Fig. 4, we illustrate through an
example how a chemical soup (Fig. 4(a)) can be decomposed as a (multi) set
of fragments (Fig. 4(b)). Intuitively, each solid edge in the annotated contact
map is preserved, whereas each dotted edge is cut. In the latter case, we keep
only the information that the site is bound (as for the site r of receptors for
instance). Then for each protein, we only keep a set of sites which matches
with a covering class in the annotated contact map (this way, for each receptor,
we keep either the set of sites {l , r ,Y48 } or the set of sites {l , r ,Y68 }), and
we consider any such combination. We notice that since we use coverings
instead of partitions, fragments may overlap. This property is essential so as
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Fig. 4. A chemical species and its abstraction as a (multi) set of fragments.

to achieve an efficient reduction.

Since the sites Y48 and Y68 do not belong to a same covering class and
because the edge between the site r in protein EGFR and itself is dotted in the
annotated contact map, the correlation between what is attached to the four
phosphorilable sites in each dimer is abstracted away. This leads to a good
reduction factor. Indeed the number of variables for the dimers in the initial
semantics is of the form mn(mn+ 1)/2, whereas the number of fragments for
the dimers in the reduced semantics is of the form m + n (where m stands
for the number of fragments which contains a receptor with the site r bound
and which documents the site Y48 ; and n stands for the number of fragments
which contains a receptor with the site r bound and which documents the
site Y68 ). 3 At last, we can notice that this reduction is possible although the
short and the long arms share some common resources. They both uses the
protein GRB2 for instances. This illustrates the fact that concurrency is not
an issue for our reduction framework: we can reduce the semantics of some
systems without identifying fully independent modules.

Nevertheless, the same reduction cannot be achieved in the case of the
stochastic semantics, because the semi-reactions that operate over the frag-
ment of receptors are coupled (eg see Sect. 4): For instance, when a bond
between two receptors is released, in the stochastic semantics, two receptors
are modified. It follows that it is impossible to abstract the state of the sys-
tem by a multi-set of fragments, while preserving the density distribution of
traces.

3 An example of two independent modules

In this section, we consider a model which can be split into two independent
subsystems (or modules) and we show that this property can be used so as to

3 In forthcoming examples, there may seem to be no reduction. This is due to the small
size of the examples. In these examples, the number of variables is of the form n2, whereas
the number of fragments is of the form 2× n, which gives no reduction for n = 2.
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reduce both the stochastic and the differential semantics of this model.

Consider a protein B with two independent sites: one to bind protein A
and one to bind protein C. Association/dissociation between A and B, and
between B and C, are described by the following reactions:

A+B
kAB

−−⇀↽−−
kAB

d

AB

A+BC
kAB

−−⇀↽−−
kAB

d

ABC

B + C
kBC

−−⇀↽−−
kBC

d

BC

AB + C
kBC

−−⇀↽−−
kBC

d

ABC

Importantly, we have assumed that the association and dissociation rates, kAB

and kAB
d , are the same whether or not B is bound to C; and similarly for the

association/dissociation rates kBC, kBC
d of B and C.

The differential semantics of this model is defined by the following system
of differential equations:

[A]′ = kAB
d ([AB] + [ABC])− kAB ([B] + [BC]) [A]

[C]′ = kBC
d ([BC] + [ABC])− kBC ([B] + [AB]) [C]

[B]′ = kAB
d [AB] + kBC

d [BC]− (kAB[A] + kBC[C]) [B]

[AB]′ = kAB[A][B] + kBC
d [ABC]− (kAB

d + kBC[C]) [AB]

[BC]′ = kAB
d [ABC] + kBC[B][C]− (kBC

d + kAB[A]) [BC]

[ABC]′ = kAB[A][BC] + kBC[AB][C]− (kAB
d + kBC

d ) [ABC].

We notice that we can abstract away the correlation between the state of the
two binding sites of each protein B. Indeed, we can check that the following
equations:

[A]′ = kAB
d [AB?]− kAB[A][B?]

[B?]′ = kAB
d [AB?]− kAB[A][B?]

[AB?]′ = kAB[A][B?]− kAB
d [AB?]

[C]′ = kBC
d [?BC]− kBC[?B][C]

[?B]′ = kBC
d [?BC]− kBC[?B][C]

[?BC]′ = kBC[?B][C]− kBC
d [?BC]

where 4 [AB?]
∆
= [AB] + [ABC], [B?]

∆
= [B] + [BC], [?BC]

∆
= [BC] + [ABC],

and [?B]
∆
= [B] + [AB], are satisfied.

Note that, in this particular case, the states of the two binding sites of
each protein B are independent, which can be checked analytically. Let us

introduce X
∆
= [ABC][?B?] − [AB?][?BC]. The expression X measures the

4 A question mark ‘?’ on the left (resp. right) of B stands for “whatever the protein B is
bound to a protein A (resp. C), or not”.
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degree of independence between B’s two binding sites. It turns out that:
X ′ = −X(kAB[A] + kBC[C] + kAB

d + kBC
d ); and, as a consequence, the property

X = 0 is an invariant of the system. It follows that, provided that the two
binding states are independent at time t = 0, one can express the concentration
of any species at a given time t by using only the concentrations of the part
of chemical species A, C, B?, AB?, ?B, and ?BC at time t.

Now we focus on the stochastic semantics, in particular we study the state
occupancy distribution of our model. In this semantics, a chemical soup is
denoted by a 6-tuple 〈nA, nB, nC , nAB, nBC , nABC〉 of natural numbers (in N),
where nX is the number of instances of X in the chemical soup, for any
X ∈ {A,B,C,AB,BC,ABC}. The probability Pt(σ) that the system is in a
given state σ at time t is given by the following master equation:

Pt(〈nA, nB, nC , nAB, nBC , nABC〉)′ =

kAB(nA + 1)(nB + 1)Pt(〈nA+1, nB+1, nC , nAB−1, nBC , nABC〉)

+ kAB
d (nAB + 1)Pt(〈nA−1, nB−1, nC , nAB+1, nBC , nABC〉)

+ kAB(nA + 1)(nBC + 1)Pt(〈nA+1, nB, nC , nAB, nBC+1, nABC−1〉)

+ kAB
d (nABC + 1)Pt(〈nA−1, nB, nC , nAB, nBC−1, nABC+1〉)

+ kBC(nB + 1)(nC + 1)Pt(〈nA, nB+1, nC+1, nAB, nBC−1, nABC〉)

+ kBC
d (nBC + 1)Pt(〈nA, nB−1, nC−1, nAB, nBC+1, nABC〉)

+ kBC(nAB + 1)(nC + 1)Pt(〈nA, nB, nC+1, nAB+1, nBC , nABC−1〉)

+ kBC
d (nABC + 1)Pt(〈nA, nB, nC−1, nAB−1, nBC , nABC+1〉)

− kABnA(nB + nBC)Pt(〈nA, nB, nC , nAB, nBC , nABC〉)

− kAB
d (nAB + nABC)Pt(〈nA, nB, nC , nAB, nBC , nABC〉)

− kBC(nB + nAB)nCPt(〈nA, nB, nC , nAB, nBC , nABC〉)

− kBC
d (nBC + nABC)Pt(〈nA, nB, nC , nAB, nBC , nABC〉)

In this particular example, we can abstract away the correlation be-
tween the state of the two binding sites of each protein B: Given a state
σ = 〈nA, nB, nC , nAB, nBC , nABC〉, we denote by βA(σ) the triple 〈nA, nB +
nBC , nAB + nABC〉, and by βC(σ) the triple 〈nC , nB + nAB, nBC + nABC〉. The
probability PA

t (σA) that the system is in a state σ such that βA(σ) = σA at
time t, and the probability PC

t (σC) that the system is in a state σ such that
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βC(σ) = σC at time t, satisfy the following master equations:

PA
t (〈nA, nB?, nAB?〉)′ =

kAB(nA + 1)(nB? + 1)PA
t (〈nA+1, nB?+1, nAB?−1〉)

+ kAB
d (nAB? + 1)PA

t (〈nA−1, nB?−1, nAB?+1〉)

− (kABnAnB? + kAB
d nAB?)P

A
t (〈nA, nB?, nAB?〉)

PC
t (〈nC , n?B, n?BC〉)′ =

kBC(n?B + 1)(nC + 1)PC
t (〈nC+1, n?B+1, n?BC−1〉)

+ kBC
d (n?BC + 1)PC

t (〈nC−1, n?B−1, n?BC+1〉)

− (kBCn?BnC + kAB
d n?BC)PC

t (〈nC , n?B, n?BC〉).

Statistical independence can be revisited in the context of stochastic semantics
as follows. We say that the two binding states of the protein B are statistically
independent, if and only if, Pt(σ1) = Pt(σ2), for any states σ1 and σ2 such that
βA(σ1) = βA(σ2) and βC(σ1) = βC(σ2). We can check analytically that in this
particular example, the two binding states of the protein B are statistically
independent.

4 An example of coupled semi-reactions

It hardly ever happens that two modules are fully independent in a model (as
it was the case in the example in the previous section). In this section, we
show an example with coupled semi-reactions, that is a reaction that operates
of two fragments of a species simultaneously. We will see that such coupled
semi-reactions do not prevent the reduction of the differential semantics, but
they forbid the reduction of the stochastic semantics.

We consider two kinds of proteins, A and B. Each protein can be unphos-
phorilated, or phosphorilated. Moreover, a protein A and a protein B may
form a complex AB. We use the symbol ? as a superscript when a protein is
phosphorilated. This way, a fully phosphorilated complex is denoted by A?B?.

The behavior of a chemical soup can be described by the following set of
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reactions:

A
kA+−−⇀↽−−
kA−

A?

AB
kA+−−⇀↽−−
kA−

A?B

AB?
kA+−−⇀↽−−
kA−

A?B?

B
kB+−−⇀↽−−
kB−

B?

AB
kB+−−⇀↽−−
kB−

AB?

A?B
kB+−−⇀↽−−
kB−

A?B?

A+B
kAB−−−⇀↽−−−
kA..B

AB

A? +B
kAB−−−⇀↽−−−
kA..B

A?B

A+B?
kAB−−−⇀↽−−−
kA..B

AB?

A? +B?
kAB?−−−⇀↽−−−
kA..B

A?B?

We have assumed that the likelihood that two proteins form a complex may
be different when both proteins are phosphorilated (if we take kAB 6= kAB?)
(see third column, direct way). We have also assumed that all the other
reactions are purely local. That is to say that the kinetic of phosphorilation
and dephosphorilation of both the protein A (see first column) and the protein
B (see second column) depends neither on the fact that the protein is in a
complex, or not, nor (if it is in a complex) on the phosphorilation state of the
other protein in the complex. Moreover, the kinetic of complex dissociation
does not depend on the phosphorilation state of the two proteins in a given
complex (see third column, converse way).

In this example, we would like to abstract the correlation between the
phosphorilation state of proteins in complex. This could be achieved, by split-
ting each complex into two parts, and by abstracting away which parts are
connected together. With such an abstraction, a dissociation reaction can be
seen as two semi-reactions: one to unbind a (bound) protein A (phosphori-
lated, or not) and one to unbind a (bound) protein B (phosphorilated, or not).
These two semi-reactions are coupled. Indeed the choice of the phosphorila-
tion state of the protein A and the choice of the phosphorilation state of the
protein B are entangled by the correlation between these two phosphorilation
states. We will see in this section that it raises no issue in the abstraction of
the differential semantics, but that this correlation cannot be abstracted away
in the stochastic semantics.

The differential semantics of this model is defined by the following system
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Fig. 5. On the left, the evolution of the concentration of the protein A?B?. On the right, the
evolution of the difference between the concentration of the protein A?B? and the expression
([A?B] + [A?B?])([AB?] + [A?B?])/([AB] + [A?B] + [AB?] + [A?B?]). All rates are set to 1, except
kAB? which is set to 10. At time 0, the concentration of A is set to 2, the concentration of B as
well, and the concentration of any other chemical species is set to 0.

of differential equations:

[A]′ = kA−[A
?] + kA..B([AB] + [AB?])− (kA+ + kAB([B] + [B?]))[A]

[A?]′ = kA+[A] + kA..B([A?B] + [A?B?])− (kA−+ kAB[B] + kAB?[B?])[A?]

[B]′ = kB−[B
?] + kA..B([AB] + [A?B])− (kB+ + kAB([A] + [A?]))[B]

[B?]′ = kB+[B] + kA..B([AB?] + [A?B?])− (kB−+ kAB[A] + kAB?[A?])[B?]

[AB]′ = kA−[A
?B] + kB−[AB

?] + kAB[A][B]− (kA+ + kB+ + kA..B)[AB]

[A?B]′ = kA+[AB] + kB−[A
?B?] + kAB[A?][B]− (kA−+ kB+ + kA..B)[A?B]

[AB?]′ = kA−[A
?B?] + kB+[AB] + kAB[A][B?]− (kA+ + kB−+ kA..B)[AB?]

[A?B?]′ = kA+[AB?] + kB+[A?B] + kAB?[A?][B?]− (kA−+ kB−+ kA..B)[A?B?].

We can also notice, that unlike the example in Sect. 3, the phosphorilation
state of the two proteins in complex is in general correlated. We show in
Fig. 5(a) an example of trajectory for the concentration of the protein A?B?

along the time, and in Fig. 5(b) the difference between this concentration and
the value of the following expression:

([AB?] + [A?B?])([A?B] + [A?B?])

[AB] + [AB?] + [A?B] + [A?B?]
.

Nevertheless, even if the phosphorilation state of proteins in complex is
correlated, this correlation can be abstracted away. Indeed, we can notice
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that the following equations:

[A]′ = kA−[A
?] + kA..B[AB�]− (kA+ + kAB([B] + [B?]))[A]

[A?]′ = kA+[A] + kA..B[A?B�]− (kA−+ kAB[B] + kAB?[B?])[A?]

[B]′ = kB−[B
?] + kA..B[A�B]− (kB+ + kAB([A] + [A?]))[B]

[B?]′ = kB+[B] + kA..B[A�B?]− (kB−+ kAB[A] + kAB?[A?])[B?]

[AB�]′ = kA−[A
?B�] + kAB[A]([B] + [B?])− (kA+ + kA..B)[AB�]

[A?B�]′ = kA+[AB�] + kAB[A?][B] + kAB?[A?][B?]− (kA−+ kA..B)[A?B�]

[A�B]′ = kB−[A
�B?] + kAB[B]([A] + [A?])− (kB+ + kA..B)[A�B]

[A�B?]′ = kB+[A�B] + kAB[A][B?] + kAB?[A?][B?]− (kB−+ kA..B)[A�B?],

where 5 [AB�]
∆
= [AB]+[AB?], [A?B�]

∆
= [A?B]+[A?B?], [A�B]

∆
= [AB]+[A?B],

and [A�B?]
∆
= [AB?] + [A?B?], are satisfied.

Yet, this correlation forbids the reduction of the stochastic semantics.
Let us explain why. In the stochastic semantics, a chemical soup can
be denoted by a 8-tuple 〈nA, nA? , nB, nB? , nAB, nA?B, nAB? , nA?B?〉 of natu-
ral numbers, where nX is the number of instance of X in the chemical
soup, for any X ∈ {A,A?, B,B?, AB,A?B,AB?, A?B?}. The probability
Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB, nB? , nAB, nA?B, nAB? , nA?B?〉) that the system is in a given
state 〈nA, nA? , nB, nB? , nAB, nA?B, nAB? , nA?B?〉 at time t is given by the fol-
lowing master equation:

Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)′ =

kA+(nA + 1)Pt(〈nA+1, nA?−1, nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)
+ kA+(nAB + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB+1, nA?B−1, nAB? , nA?B?〉)
+ kA+(nAB? + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB?+1, nA?B?−1〉)
+ kA−(nA? + 1)Pt(〈nA−1, nA?+1, nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)
+ kA−(nA?B + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB−1, nA?B+1, nAB? , nA?B?〉)
+ kA−(nA?B? + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB?−1, nA?B?+1〉)
+ kB+(nB + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB+1, nB?−1, nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)
+ kB+(nAB + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB+1, nA?B , nAB?−1, nA?B?〉)
+ kB+(nA?B + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B+1, nAB? , nA?B?−1〉)
+ kB−(nB? + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB−1, nB?+1, nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)
+ kB−(nAB? + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB−1, nA?B , nAB?+1, nA?B?〉)
+ kB−(nA?B? + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B−1, nAB? , nA?B?+1〉)
+ kAB(nA + 1)(nB + 1)Pt(〈nA+1, nA? , nB+1, nB? , nAB−1, nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)
+ kAB(nA + 1)(nB? + 1)Pt(〈nA+1, nA? , nB , nB?+1, nAB , nA?B , nAB?−1, nA?B?〉)
+ kAB((nA? + 1)(nB + 1))Pt(〈nA, nA?+1, nB+1, nB? , nAB , nA?B−1, nAB? , nA?B?〉)
+ kAB?((nA? + 1)(nB? + 1))Pt(〈nA, nA?+1, nB , nB?+1, nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?−1〉)

(continued on the next page)

5 The superscript � stands for “whatever the phosphorilation state is”.
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+ kA..B(nAB − 1)Pt(〈nA−1, nA?−1, nB , nB? , nAB+1, nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)
+ kA..B(nAB? − 1)Pt(〈nA−1, nA? , nB , nB?−1, nAB , nA?B , nAB?+1, nA?B?〉)
+ kA..B(nA?B − 1)Pt(〈nA, nA?−1, nB−1, nB? , nAB , nA?B+1, nAB? , nA?B?〉)
+ kA..B(nA?B? − 1)Pt(〈nA, nA?−1, nB , nB?−1, nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?+1〉)
− kA+(nA + nAB + nAB?)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?)〉
− kA−(nA? + nA?B + nA?B?)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)
− kB+(nB + nAB + nA?B)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?)〉
− kB−(nB? + nAB? + nA?B?)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)
− kAB((nA + nA?)(nB + nB?)− nA?nB?)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)
− kAB?nA?nB?Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)
− kA..B(nAB + nAB? + nA?B + nA?B?)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB , nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?〉)

As in the example of Sect. 3, we would like to abstract away the correlation
between the phosphorilation state of the proteins A and the phosphorilation
state of the proteins B which belong to the same complex. Given a state
σ = 〈nA, nA? , nB, nB? , nAB, nA?B, nAB? , nA?B?〉, we denote by β(σ) the 8-tuple
〈nA, nA? , nB, nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B, nA�B?〉 (such a tuple is called an abstract

state). The probability P ]
t (σ]) that the system is in a state σ such that

β(σ) = σ] at time t, satisfies the following equation:

P ]
t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?〉)′ =

kA+(nA + 1)P ]
t (〈nA+1, nA?−1, nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?〉)

+ kA+(nAB� + 1)P ]
t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB�+1, nA?B�−1, nA�B , nA�B?〉)

+ kA−(nA? + 1)P ]
t (〈nA−1, nA?+1, nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?〉)

+ kA−(nA?B� + 1)P ]
t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB�−1, nA?B�+1, nA�B , nA�B?〉)

+ kB+(nB + 1)P ]
t (〈nA, nA? , nB+1, nB?−1, nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?〉)

+ kB+(nA�B + 1)P ]
t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B+1, nA�B?−1〉)

+ kB−(nB? + 1)P ]
t (〈nA, nA? , nB−1, nB?+1, nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?〉)

+ kB−(nA�B? + 1)P ]
t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B−1, nA�B?+1〉)

+ kAB(nA + 1)(nB + 1)P ]
t (〈nA+1, nA? , nB+1, nB? , nAB�−1, nA?B� , nA�B−1, nA�B?〉)

+ kAB(nA + 1)(nB? + 1)P ]
t (〈nA+1, nA? , nB , nB?+1, nAB�−1, nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?−1〉)

+ kAB((nA? + 1)(nB + 1))P ]
t (〈nA, nA?+1, nB+1, nB? , nAB� , nA?B�−1, nA�B−1, nA�B?〉)

+ kAB?((nA? + 1)(nB? + 1))P ]
t (〈nA, nA?+1, nB , nB?+1, nAB� , nA?B�−1, nA�B , nA�B?−1〉)

+ kA..BẼt(nAB | 〈nA−1, nA? , nB−1, nB? , nAB�+1, nA?B� , nA�B+1, nA�B?〉)
+ kA..BẼt(nAB? | 〈nA−1, nA? , nB , nB?−1, nAB+1, nA?B , nAB? , nA?B?+1〉)
+ kA..BẼt(nA?B | 〈nA, nA?−1, nB−1, nB? , nAB , nA?B+1, nAB?+1, nA?B?〉)
+ kA..BẼt(nA?B? | 〈nA, nA?−1, nB , nB?−1, nAB , nA?B+1, nAB? , nA?B?+1〉)
− kA+(nA + nAB�)P ]

t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?)〉
− kA−(nA? + nA?B�)P ]

t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?〉)
− kB+(nB + nA�B)P ]

t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?)〉
− kB−(nB? + nA�B?)P ]

t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?〉)
− kAB((nA + nA?)(nB + nB?)− nA?nB?)P ]

t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?〉)
− kAB?(nA?nB?)P ]

t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?〉)
− kA..B(nA?B� + nAB�)P ]

t (〈nA, nA? , nB , nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B , nA�B?〉),

where for any expression X(σ) and any (abstract) state σ], the expres-
sion Ẽt(X(σ) | σ]) denotes the product between the conditional expectation
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Fig. 6. On the left, quotient between the probability of being in the state AB + A?B? and the
probability of being in the state AB? + A?B. On the right, conditional expectation of the number
of fully phosphorilated complexes A?B? knowing that all proteins are bound, and that there is
exactly one phosphorilated protein A and exactly one phosphorilated B. All rates are set to 1,
except kAB? which is set to 10. At time 0, the chemical soup is made of two proteins A and two
proteins B, none of these proteins being phosphorilated or bound.

Et(X(σ) | σ]) of the expression X(σ) knowing that β(σ) = σ], and the prob-
ability P ]

t (σ]) of being in a state σ such that β(σ) = σ].

Whenever kAB = kAB?, we can check that the fact that Pt(σ) = Pt(σ
′) for

any pair of states σ,σ′ such that β(σ) = β(σ′) is an invariant. Thus, provided
that kAB = kAB? and that there is no correlation between the phosphorilation
state of the proteins A and B which are bound together at time t = 0, one
can use the following properties:

Et(nAB | 〈nA, nA? , nB, nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B, nA�B?〉) =
nAB�nA�B

AB�+A?B�

Et(nAB? | 〈nA, nA? , nB, nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B, nA�B?〉) =
nAB�nA�B?

AB�+A?B�

Et(nA?B | 〈nA, nA? , nB, nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B, nA�B?〉) =
nA?B�nA�B

AB�+A?B�

Et(nA?B? | 〈nA, nA? , nB, nB? , nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B, nA�B?〉) =
nA?B�nA�B?

AB�+A?B�
,

so as to write conditional expectations of nAB, nAB? , nA?B, and nA?B? as time-
independent expressions of nAB� , nA?B� , nA�B, and nA�B? .

Whenever kAB 6= kAB?, these conditional expectations may be time-
dependent. We show in Fig. 6(a) that the ratio between the probability
of being in the state AB + A?B? and the probability of being in the state
AB? + A?B is time-dependent. Moreover, we show in Fig. 6(b) that the
conditional expectation of nA?B? knowing that we are in the (abstract) state
AB�+A?B�+A�B +A�B? is time-dependent as well, which forbids doing the
same simplification as in the differential semantics.

We have seen through this example that some reactions may operate si-
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multaneously over two fragments. This leads to coupled semi-reactions. We
have noticed that coupled semi-reactions raise no issue when reducing the
differential semantics. We say that the application of semi-rules is fair in the
differential semantics, since the proportion of the concentration of a given frag-
ment that is consumed by a semi-reaction does not depend on the correlation
between the states of the two fragments. This is not the case in the stochastic
semantics: we have noticed that the stochastic semantics can be reduced only
if the state of the two fragments are not correlated, otherwise the choice of the
fragments on which coupled semi-reactions operate is entangled, which forbids
the reduction. In other words, we say that in the differential semantics, we
can abstract away the correlations which are not observed by rules, whereas
in the stochastic semantics, we have to prove that the rules cannot enforce
correlations between the state of some fragments and we use this property so
as to reduce the dimension of the state space of the system. In the later case,
the reduction is only valid when there is no correlation at time t = 0.

5 An example of distant control

In this section, we show that, in the stochastic semantics, one protein can
control the behavior of another one even if they are not in the same connected
component in the left hand side of a reaction.

We consider a kind of proteins, A, which bears two phosphorilation sites.
Each phosphorilation site can be unphosphorilated, or phosphorilated. We use
the symbol ? to denote phosphorilated sites. The phosphorilation state of the
first site is written as a superscript, whereas the phosphorilation state of the
second site is written as a subscript. This way, a protein A having the first
site phosphorilated and the second site unphosphorilated is denoted by A?.

The behavior of a chemical soup can be described by the following set of
reactions:

A
k+

−⇀↽−
k−

A?

A?

k+

−⇀↽−
k−

A?
?

A + A? k+−→ A? + A?

A? + A? k+−→ A?
? + A?

A + A?
?

k+−→ A? + A?
?

A? + A?
?

k+−→ A?
? + A?

?

A?
?

k−−→ A?

A?
k−−→ A

We have assumed (see second column) that the kinetic of the phosphorila-
tion of the second site of a protein depends on the number of the other proteins
that are phosphorilated on their first site — that is to say that the proteins
that are phosphorilated on their first site catalyzes the phosphorilation of the
second site in the other proteins. We have also assumed that other reactions
are purely local, that is to say that the kinetic of phosphorilation and dephos-
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phorilation on the first site does not depend on the phosphorilation state of
the second site (neither of the protein being phosphorilated, nor of the other
proteins) (see first column), and that the kinetic of dephosphorilation of the
second site does not depend on the phosphorilation state of the first site of
the proteins in the soup (see third column).

In this example, we would like to abstract the correlation between the
phosphorilation state of the two sites of each protein. This could be achieved,
by splitting each complex into two parts, and by abstracting away which parts
are connected together. It raises an issue for reducing the stochastic semantics.
Indeed, one can notice that the reaction which activates the second site of
protein favors the phosphorilation of the second site of the protein in the state
A. For instance, if we assume that both the number of instances of the protein
in state A and the number of instances of the protein in the state A? is equal
to m, and that the number of instances of the protein in the state A?

? is equal
to n. Then, the cumulative activity of the following two reactions:

A + A? k+−→ A? + A? A + A?
?

k+−→ A? + A?
?

is equal to n(n + m), whereas the cumulative activity of the following two
reactions:

A? + A? k+−→ A?
? + A? A? + A?

?

k+−→ A?
? + A?

?

is equal to n(n+m− 1) (the subtraction by 1 comes from the fact that each
reactant must be mapped to distinct instances of chemical species). Neverthe-
less, it does not forbid the reduction of the differential semantics: intuitively,
the term 1 vanishes because we consider an infinite number of instances, within
an infinite volume.

Let us check formally that the differential semantics of this model can
be reduced and explain why we do not know how to abstract its stochastic
semantics. This differential semantics is defined by the following system of
differential equations:

[A]′ = k−[A?] + k−[A?]− (k+ + k+([A?] + [A?
?]))[A]

[A?]′ = k+[A] + k−[A?
?]− (k− + k+([A?] + [A?

?]))[A?]

[A?]′ = k−[A?
?] + k+[A]([A?] + [A?

?])− (k+ + k−)[A?]

[A?
?]′ = k+[A?] + k+[A?]([A?] + [A?

?])− (k− + k−)[A?
?].

We notice that the correlation between the two sites can be abstracted away.
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Indeed, we notice that the following equations:

[A�]
′ = k−[A?

�]− k+[A�]

[A?
�]
′ = k+[A�]− k−[A?

�]

[A�]′ = k−[A�?]− k+[A�][A?
�]

[A�?]′ = k+[A�][A?
�]− k−[A�?],

where [A�]
∆
= [A] + [A?], [A?

�]
∆
= [A?] + [A?

?], [A�]
∆
= [A] + [A?], and [A�?]

∆
=

[A?] + [A?
?], are satisfied.

We now wonder whether the same reduction can be used in the case of
the stochastic semantics. In the stochastic semantics, a chemical soup can be
denoted by a 4-tuple 〈nA, nA? , nA? , nA?

?
〉 of natural numbers, where nX is the

number of instance of X in the chemical soup, for any X ∈ {A,A?,A
?,A?

?}.
The probability Pt(〈nA, nA? , nA? , nA?

?
〉) that the system is in a given state

〈nA, nA? , nA? , nA?
?
〉 at time t is given by the following master equation:

Pt(〈nA, nA? , nA? , nA?
?
〉)′ =

k+(nA + 1)Pt(〈nA+1, nA?−1, nA? , nA?
?
〉)

+ k+(nA? + 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nA?+1, nA?
?
−1〉)

+ k−(nA? + 1)Pt(〈nA−1, nA?+1, nA? , nA?
?
〉)

+ k−(nA?
?

+ 1)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nA?−1, nA?
?
+1〉)

+ k+(nA + 1)(nA? + nA?
?
)Pt(〈nA+1, nA? , nA?−1, nA?

?
〉)

+ k+(nA? + 1)(nA? + nA?
?
− 1)Pt(〈nA, nA?+1, nA? , nA?

?
−1〉)

+ k−(nA? + 1)Pt(〈nA−1, nA? , nA?+1, nA?
?
〉)

+ k−(nA?
?

+ 1)Pt(〈nA, nA?−1, nA? , nA?
?
+1〉)

− k+(nA + nA?)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nA? , nA?
?
〉)

− k−(nA? + nA?
?
)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nA? , nA?

?
〉)

− k+(nA(nA? + nA?
?
) + nA?(nA? + nA?

?
− 1))Pt(〈nA, nA? , nA? , nA?

?
〉)

− k−(nA? + nA?
?
)Pt(〈nA, nA? , nA? , nA?

?
〉).

Given a state σ = 〈nA, nA? , nA? , nA?
?
〉, we denote by β(σ) the 4-tuple

〈nA� , nA?
� , nA� , nA�?〉 (such a tuple is called an abstract state). The proba-

bility P ]
t (σ]) that the system is in a state σ such that β(σ) = σ] at time t,
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Fig. 7. On the left, quotient between the probability of being in the state A+A?
? and the probability

of being in the state A? + A?. On the right, conditional expectation of the number of protein in
the state A? knowing that (i) there are two proteins, (ii) exactly one protein is phosphorilated
at its the first site, and (iii) exactly one protein (potentially the same) is phosphorilated at its
second site. All rates are set to 1. At time 0, the chemical soup is made of two proteins A fully
unphosphorilated.

satisfies the following equation:

P ]
t (〈nA� , nA?

� , nA� , nA�?〉)′ =

k+(nA� + 1)P ]
t (〈nA�+1, nA?

�−1, nA� , nA�?〉)

+ k−(nA?
� + 1)P ]

t (〈nA�−1, nA?
�+1, nA� , nA�?〉)

+ k+(nA� + 1)nA?
�P

]
t (〈nA� , nA?

� , nA�+1, nA�?−1〉)

+ k−(nA�? + 1)P ]
t (〈nA� , nA?

� , nA�−1, nA�?+1〉)

− (k+nA� + k−nA?
� + k+nA�nA?

� + k−nA�?)P ]
t (〈nA� , nA?

� , nA� , nA�?〉)

− k+Ẽt(nA? | 〈nA� , nA?
�+1, nA� , nA�?−1〉)

+ k+Ẽt(nA? | 〈nA� , nA?
� , nA� , nA�?〉),

where for any expression X(σ) and any (abstract) state σ], the expres-
sion Ẽt(X(σ) | σ]) denotes the product between the conditional expectation
Et(X(σ) | σ]) of the expression X(σ) knowing that β(σ) = σ] and the proba-
bility P ]

t (σ]) of being in a state σ such that β(σ) = σ].

In general, the conditional properties of the number of instances of proteins
in the form A? having fixed a given abstract state, is time-dependent. We show
in Fig. 7(a) that the ratio between the probability of being in the state A+A?

?

and the probability of being in the state A? +A? is time-dependent. Moreover,
we show in Fig. 7(b) that the conditional expectation of nA? knowing that we
are in the (abstract) state A�+ A?

�+ A�+ A�? is time-dependent, which forbids
doing the same simplication as in the differential semantics.

We have seen through this example that, because a given instance of chem-
ical species can only be used once as a reactant when applying a given chemical
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Model early EGF EGF/Insulin cross talk SFB

Species 356 2899 ∼ 2.1019

ODE fragments 38 208 ∼ 2.105

Stochastic fragments 356 618 ∼ 2.1019

Fig. 8. Reduction factors for differential fragments [20,16] and stochastic fragments. We try these
reduction methods on three models. The first one is the model of the early events of the EGF
pathway (see Sect. 2); the second one, taken from [10, table 7], describes the cross-talk between
another model of the early events of the EGF pathway and the insulin receptor; whereas the third
one is a version of a pilot study on a larger section of the EGF pathway [15,1,25,6].

reaction, some corrective terms as +1 or −1 may appear in master equations.
These corrective terms may forbid the reduction of stochastic semantics. Nev-
ertheless, this is not an issue when reducing differential semantics, since these
corrective terms vanish when we consider an infinite number of instances of
proteins (within an infinite volume).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have illustrated through small examples why it is more dif-
ficult to reduce the dimension of the state space of stochastic semantics than
the one of differential semantics. In the case of the differential semantics,
it is possible to abstract away some correlations between the state of some
fragments of chemical species, because these correlations are not observed by
the (groups of) reactions. This is not so easy in the case of stochastic seman-
tics, because a given reaction application may operate on several fragments
simultaneously, in such a case the choice for the state of fragments on which
semi-reactions are applied is driven by the correlation between the state of
these two fragments (see Sect. 4). Moreover, stochastic semantics counts in-
dividuals which leads to some constant corrective terms (such as increment or
decrement by 1) which also forbids exact reduction (see Sect. 5).

In Fig. 8, we give the number of chemical species, the number of differential
fragments, and the number of stochastic fragments for three bigger models.
The reduction factor for the differential semantics is very interesting, whereas
there is almost no reduction in the stochastic case. A careful look into the
models would show that this is due to coupled semi-reactions. Moreover, the
reduction that arises in the second model is due to a protein which has two
fully independent parts (as in Sect. 3).

This emphasizes how interesting the stochastic semantics is: the stochastic
semantics does not only describe a limit behavior, but also showes the vari-
ability of a system and how robust a system is to stochastic variations. The
counterpart is that it is very difficult to handle with (as a formal object) and
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to simplify.
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